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Supervisor’s Report: 

 

Matúš Gola, “Disillusion and the American Dream: The impact of idealism on the 

characters in plays of Arthur Miller and Edward Albee,” BA thesis 

 

Choice of Topic: 

The topic of this BA thesis is without doubt an evergreen of American studies which still has 

potential for insightful development. The selected playwrights offer a litmus test of values and 

attitudes connected with the American Dream. The thesis does well in unfolding some key 

aspects of the topic and showcases a detailed attention to the plays chosen. 

 

Thesis statement / aims and objectives: 

The project is constructed around a clearly articulated comparative agenda. The main 

objective of the thesis is to chart the changing critical attitudes to the American Dream by 

comparing Arthur Miller’s plays All My Sons and Death of a Salesman (as representative of a 

1940s cultural era) and Edward Albee’s The Zoo Story and The American Dream (as 

representative of a 1960s one) The objectives and statement of purpose are quite consistent 

and plainly articulated in the introductory chapter. 

 

Structure and development: 

Overall the thesis follows a logical structure, opening with some key aspects of the historical 

and social contexts and then moving on to a set of theme orientated chapters that juxtapose 

that playwrights’ treatment of the ideal or myth of the American Dream, the role of family 

and relations between the individual and society. The sub-headings are creative and the close 

reading of the plays is good. What could have been developed somewhat further across the 

thesis was a deeper sense of critical and historical context. More might still have been done to 

explain the choice of Miller and Albee as emblematic artistic voices and to situate their work 

in their respective critical contexts. How were their critical visions of the American Dream 

perceived and received at the time these plays premiered would have been interesting to 

explore. Similarly while the historical survey in chapter 2 is clear, it also reaches a plateau of 

general observations derived from a couple of useful sources. There is a good effort in the 

final chapter to reiterate and interpret the conclusions the juxtaposition of the plays has 

suggested.  

 

Research: 

The research undertaken for the project is decent, drawing on some useful and important 

sources in the area of enquiry. The sources listed and used tend to be rather dated; the most 

recent book was published in 1992. Nevertheless the work demonstrates adequate skill in 

searching, selecting, and evaluating sources 
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Use of sources: 

The use of secondary sources is generally clear and stylistically well framed. Some ideas are 

investigated and integrated, however little sense of the differences among critical viewpoints 

emerges.  

 

 

Stylistics and language: 

The writing style is strong—fluent and consistent. Language clearly and effectively 

communicates ideas.  

 

Format: 

Consistent use of appropriate format. A great deal of care has been taken with format of the 

project. 

 

I recommend the thesis for defence and propose to grade the work “VERY GOOD”/ 2 

depending on the result of the defence. 
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Doc. Clare Wallace, PhD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


